Somatic evoked response components and recovery functions in subjects with mu and alpha rhythms.
Subjects with prominent rolandic mu and alpha rhythms showed similar late somatic evoked response (SER) components but different SER recovery functions. A late P5x component was present when SER were superimposed on mu and alpha rhythms spontaneously recorded from the rolandic region of inattentive individuals. Since P5x was not present in other inattentive subjects unless SER were superimposed on a rhythmic rolandic activity evoked by an attentive situation, it seems reasonable to assume that the P5x component is partially due to spontaneous or evoked rolandic EEG rhythmicity. In addition, single propioceptive stimuli produced blocking of mu rhythm and a flat recovery function of the P5a component. In contrast, similar stimuli produced an enhancement of alpha rhythm and a periodic amplitude modulation curve of the P5a component. These results suggest that the P5a component is mediated by the same neurophysiological mechanisms which block or modulate the spontaneous rolandic EEG rhythms.